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Flow and Water Quality in a Nursery Aquaculture Pond 

Masayuki FUJIHARA * 1， Satoshi KUBO * 2 and Masaaki Y AMAMOTO * 2 

Abstract 

A field study was carri巴dout to make clear th巴 patternsof flow and water quality changing in a nurs巴ry

aquaculture pond (30mx40mX1m) for juvenile flounders， Paralichthys olivaceus， constructed on a sandy 

b巴achto utilize wave energy for water exchange. Current velocity， water temp巴rature，salinity， and Dissolv巴d

Oxygen (DO) were measured and a dye diffusion experiment to visualize the flow pattern was conducted. 

The inflow rate vari巴daccording to the sea lev巴1and wav巴 height，and the sea water coming from the inlet 

to the outlet generally created a recirculating flow pattern in the pond. Therefore， the time， when the maximum 

valu巴sof wat巴rtemperature and DO concentration occurred， varies with resp巴ctto the location in the pond. 

The DO concentration fell to 60% saturation as a minimum at around 6 a.m.， when the inlets were closed. 

Estimated from the DO budget， it was found that the DO consumption rat巴 byall processes in the pond was 

calculated at 0.162mg/Q/hr. About 60% of the consumption was due to th巴 organismsand chemicals which were 

suspended in the water， about 20% was due to th巴 flounders，and the rest 20% was due to the sediment. 

The inflow rate of groundwater was relativ巴lysmall wh巴ncompar巴dwith that of sea wat巴r，judging from the 

salinity budg巴tin the pond. 

1. Introduction 

The seed production syst巴mof flounders， Paralichthys 

oli vaceus， has been巴stablishedin many hatcheries. Floun 

der is one of the most important species in sea farming in 

]apan. In 1990， 14 million juvenile flounders were released 

from the farms in ]apan， in order to increas巴 itsnatural 

populationl>. Nevertheless， the amount of catch remains 

in small. Various field experiments hav巴 beendon巴 to

raise th巴 survivalrate. These experiments had proved 

that making the r巴leasesize larg巴rwas more efficient to 

increase the survival rate in their early life. Based on the 

result， now flounder juv巴nilesar巴releasedat 50 or 60mm， 

while they w巴rereleased at 30mm several years ago. 

How巴ver，th巴rateof survival is still not sufficient. 

Gen巴rally，juveniles that had been rear巴din hatcheries 
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can not acquire enough ability in motion to survive just 

aft巴rbeing released. Hence they are easily caught by 

predators， or starv巴 todeath because they could not catch 

mysid2). Therefore. not only th巴 sizeof juveniles but also 

their ability in motion has increased the importance for 

the last few years. 

Recently， some experiments made clear that it was ef 

ficient enough for improving their survival abilities3
) to 

rear the juveniles under natural-like conditions with low 

rearing density for a short period. Miki et a1.4
) reported 

the rate of recapture became about two times by employing 

this method. In th巴irexperiment， th巴 rearingdensity was 

under 10% at the bottom， where is the natural habitat of 

flound巴rs.The rearing period was about a week long. And 

each appropriate conditions were set for hydraulic， bottom 

material and food， respectively. During this periOd， it was 

possible for the juveniles to be acclimated to the real nat 

ural sea. However， retention-nets or fish tanks which were 

used during this period have some disadvantages. For 

example， the nets are easily to be broken by tidal current 

and waves， and both setting and management are difficult. 

Moreov巴r，the juveniles often escape and predators easily 

invade. Regarding the tanks， flounders have to be reared 

under high density because of th巴 limitedbottom area 

of the tank and maintenance cost (eふ aerationand 

purification of the water) increase as the juv巴nilesgrow. 

Moreover， flounder juveniles grown up under such high 
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density in the tanks cannot catch food quickly. and this 

mak巴sthem have a tendency to drift in the upp巴rwater. 

This behavior increases the rate of prey. On the contrary. 

the naturally reared flounder juv巴nilescan catch food 

quickly and instantaneously return to the sea bottom. 

To solve these probl巴ms.a new facility was proposed 

a pond (30 m x 40 m x 1 m) that utilizes wave energy for 

water exchange. The pond was constructed on a sandy 

b巴achfacing th巴Seaof Japan. in Udani district. Tomari viト

lag巴.Tottori pr巴f巴cture.Japan (Fig. 1). In this project. 

150.000 juvenile flounders of 30mm body length are 

released into the pond in every June. One hundred thousand 

individuals at 50mm are巴xpectedto be released to the sea 

after acclimation. Nursery period is assumed to be about 

one month. and is plann巴dto be completed in two cycles 

by early summ巴r.For the first 20 days of the p巴riod.th巴

juvenil巴sare reared in a net-surrounded portion in the 

pond. for th巴 purpos巴 ofraising them with controlled fe-

巴ding. For the last 10 days. they are acclimated to their 

natural living conditions. The net is removed on the first 

day of this 10 days period. so th巴 juvenilescould scatter 

all ov巴rth巴 pondin which the density is decreased and th巴y

feed on . mysid. Then gradually they acquire the ability to 

survive after released. 

Authors conducted field experiments concerning to the 

water quality in th巴 pondand calculated DO budget in the 

pond using the resuIts some calculations about DO budget 

in the pond are conducted. Th巴 results reported in this 

paper are expected to be optimize th巴 conditionsof the 

facility 

2. Configuration of the Nursery Pond 

To decrease maintenance cost. it is b巴tterto utilize 

natural energy to exchange the s巴awat巴rin the pond. Pos-

sible natural en巴rgiesare tide. tidal current. nearshore 

current. and waves. The past field studies show that wave 

energy is most appropriate from the standpoint of quantity. 

Ther巴for巴.wav巴 energywas employed for this proj巴ct.

The schematic diagram of the pond is shown in Fig. 1. 

The pond is surrounded by sheet piles and its bottom is 

horizontal. In designing of the pond. authors considered the 

following points. First. authors put importance on easy 

getting of s巴awater inflow. How巴ver.constructing it in the 

sea is expensive. Therefore. as the second point. cost-saving 

is important. too. Authors constructed the half of the pond 

in the sea. and th巴 otherhalf in the shore. As the third 

point. the pond was d巴signedto have 1m depth to accom-

modate the juveniles to their natural habitat conditions and 
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Fig.l Schematic diagram of the nurseryaqua-

culture pond. 

Half of the pond is constructed in the sea and the 
other half on the shore. The pond is surrounded by the 
sheet piles. 

prevent birds from preying on them. 

The schematic diagram of the inlet is shown in Fig. 2. 

It is composed of a submerged dike with 1 : 2 slope and 

three holes with a water gate which controls the inflow rat巴.

The process of water intake by the inlet with a submerged 

dike changes with the water level. When the water lev巴1is 

higher than the crest of the dike. th巴 radiationstress by 

wave br巴akingcauses th巴 waveset-up at the dike. Then 

th巴 gradientof water level between the pond and at the 

dike makes the sea water flow into the pond. Wh巴nthe 

water level is lower than the crest of the dike. after wave 

breaking. th巴 seawater flows over the dike and flows into 

the pond (j. e.. overtopping). Th巴 elevationof the crest 

of the dike was set up to coincide with the mean sea wat巴r

l巴velduring th巴 rearingperiod because the inlet works 

most effectively when the crest of the dike is at this height. 

Waves approach from the right direction (se巴Fig.2(b)) 

and break on the submerg巴ddike. Then. the sea water 
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(a) Sketch 

13 m 

(b) Side view (c) Front view 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the inlet. 

travels in the dir巴ctionof th巴 waveprogr巴ssingand flows 

into the pond through the three holes. 

3. Field Observation 

A field experim巴ntwas carried out from 8th to 11th of 

Jun巴.1992. Figure 3 shows the measuring points. Station 

H is about 10 m away from the inlet. Water level (WM II， 

Kyowa) was measured at St. A. The flow speed (AICM-2. 

Tsurumi Seiki Co.) was measured at St. F and St. G.Salinity 

(UK-77. Central Kagaku Co.) was measured at Stations A 

to E and 1. Water t巴mperature(UK-77 and UK-2000. 

Central Kagaku Co.) and 00 (UK-2000. Central Kagaku Co.) 

were measured at Stations A to E. H and 1. At Stations A 

to E. thr巴巴 indicatorsof water quality (j.e.. salinity. water 

t巴mperatureand 00) were measured for two layers of 

water depth : 10cm below the surface and 10cm above the 

bottom. The pond was not stratified during the measure 

ment ; therefore. th巴 valuesobtained at two depths w巴re

averaged. In situ light and dark bottle oxygen methods 

were done at St. J and St. K. Solar radiation and wind speed 

were measur巴don the beach. A dye diffusion experiment 

to .visualize the flow pattern in the pond was also conducted. 

The shadowed r巴gionin Fig. 3 is the rearing area which 

is surrounded by nets for the first 20 days. From midday 

on June 10. one of the three holes of th巴 inletwas opened 

for 24 hours. In the rest of the period. all three holes were 

St. F ・
St. G 

St. A St. E ・

St. J St. K 

企 St.c 企

St. B ・St.D ・

..... ・'

Fig. 3 Map of the measured points of flow and 

water qualities: water temperature， sa-
linity and DO. 

The symbol • denotes the location where water tem-
perature. salinity and DO were measured. The flow speed 
was measured at the locations圃 andin situ light and 
dark bottle oxygen method was done at the locations .... 
The shadowed region is the rearing area which is sur-
rounded by nets. 

shut. because too much sea wat巴rflew into the pond when 

th巴significantwave height was over 50cm. When th巴three

gates were closed. the sea water in the pond was exchanged 

only through the outlet. However. overtopping from the 

she巴tpil巴sfacing the sea and jetting through the chink in 

the water gate were observed. 

4. Results 

1) Water Level and Wave Height 

Figure 4 shows the time seri巴sof water level in the 

pond and significant wave height at Tottori Port. The values 

of the water level in the pond were measured from the 

Oatum Line. The water level chang巴dregularly within a 

range of about 10cm. depending on the tide until 9 a.m. 

on June 10 ; aft巴rthat the water level decreased more than 

20cm and this lower level continued for 12 hours. Then the 

water level recovered. The wave heights were relatively 

high from the 8th to the noon on the 9th June. The wave 

overtopping from the sheet pile facing th巴 seawas observed 

in this period. After that. th巴 waveheight gradually de-

creas巴d.From the巴veningof th巴 10thto the morning of 

the 11th June. the wave heights were less than 50cm. 

Then. the wave height increased rapidly. The significant 

wave heights at St. A w巴r巴 5~12cm during the field 

measurem巴nt.

Judging from the coincid巴nceof the period of relativ巴ly
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Fig. 7 

。C
23 

Time 
Time series of the water level in the pond 
and significant wave height at Tottori 
Port. 
The values of the water level in the pond were 

measured from D. L. 

Fig.8 

specific time after the dye was released. Th巴 arrowsdenote 

flow direction. Sea water coming from th巴 inletto the 

outIet g巴nerallycreates a recirculating flow pattern in the 

pond. At the center of the circulation. the shadow巴dregion 

in Fig. 5， carcasses of flounders and algal drift were 

accumulated. 

3) Current Velocity 

Figures 6 and 7 show the measured current velocity 

vectors at St. F and St. G. respectively. The water at St. 

F constantly flows toward th巴 innerpart of the pond. The 

velocity seem巴dto depend roughly on the wave height 

(especially when one gate is open). The maximum height 

was 3cm when the wave height was 70cm. lf the wave 

height was 50cm. the velocity was und巴rlcm/s. Even 

when all the gates were clos巴d.th巴 waterin the pond still 

moved. At St. G. the water flowed toward the outlet. The 

maximum velocity was 6cm/s and the minimum was 1.5 

cm/s. Station G was affected by the waves from the outIet. 

IN 30min 

!i!r←:/  1
0日

;ji:竺三
7min叫minl-圃一一.一J.:1

，

， a 

1泊Omin叶15min血n 3却Omi加n E 

Results of dye diffusion experiment. The 
dotted lines represent the edges of dye 
diffusion region at a specific time after 
the dye was released. 
The arrows denote flow directions. Carcasses of 

flounders and algal drift were accumulated at 
the shadowed region 

low wave height and low water lev巴1in the pond in Fig.4， 

the fall of water lev巴1in th巴 pondwas probably caus巴dby 

the decrease of wave set -up. 

12:00 

6/10/92 

。:0012:00 

6/9/92 

。:00
6/8/92 

50 

Fig.4 

2min 

3min 

5min 

Fig.5 

2) Flow Visualization in the Pond 

Figure 5 visualizes the results of the dye diffusion study， 

which was don巴 at13:55 on June 10. During this experi 

ment， the pictures of dye diffusion were taken simulta田

neously both from west of the pond and south of that to 

analyz巴 thediffusion patterns. The dotted lines represent 

the time series of the edge of dye diffusion regi6n at a 
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4) Water Temperature 

The water temperature was measured at two different 

depths. but the difference between the two values was very 

small. Therefore. the obtained values were averaged at 

every station. as described before. 

Figure 8 shows the changes of water temperature and 

Fig.9 shows the changes of wat巴rtemperatur巴 andsalinity 

at St: A. where the water temperature and salinity were 

continuously measured by STD. The high巴stwater tem-

peratures at the stations rang巴dfrom 21.7 to 21. 80C. The 

peak was occurred at 6 p.m. on the 10th at St. C. St. D. 

and St. E. and at 4 : 30 p.m. at St. A (21. 80C). At St. F 

and St. G. where the water seems to be most affected by 

the sea water. the highest valu巴s(21. 80C) were， measured 

around 2 p.m. The wat巴rtemperature in the morning of 

the 11 th June was almost constant. becaus巴 theweather 

was cloudy and windy. and occasionally rainy. The time 

s巴riesof solar radiation and air temp巴raturear巴 shownin 

Fig.10. 

Fig.11 

5) Salinity 

The salinity in the lower layer (10cm abov巴 thebottom) 

at each point is shown in Fig. 11. As a whole. the salinity 

in the pond changed by 1 psu 1巴ssthan that in th巴 sea.

Howev巴r.from the data obtained by STD at St. A. it was 

clear that the salinity on the 10th and 11th June were 

lower than other times. Ther巴fore.the differenc巴insalinity 

b巴tweenin the pond and in the sea would be usually less 

than 1 psu. 

Judging from the fact that the salinity at St. D was rela 

tively lower when compared with oth巴rmeasured points. 

it can be estimated that groundwater oozed around St. D. 

The inflow rate of groundwater can be roughly estimated 

from the amount of salinity decrease in the pond. If the 

groundwater has no salinity. the inflow rat巴 iscalculat巴d

by the simplified salinity budged equation. as expressed 

below; 

QJ<W =主ご止QEω 一"'<'"。out )
 

1
よ(
 

• • • • 
・・

wh巴re. QgW is the inflow rate of groundwater. Qin is the 

inflow rate of sea water and S in and S out are the salinity 

of inflow and outflow. respectively. The calculated inflow 

rate of groundwater is 7m3/hr. 
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so the flow structure seem巴dto be complicated. 
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6) Dissolved Oxygen ( DO) 

Figure 12 shows the DO changes which wer巴 being

measured automatically every hour at St. C and St. H. 

Station C is located in the pond. and St. H in th巴 sea.The 

low巴stvalu巴 occurredaround 6 a.m.巴achday. and the DO 

level fell to 60 % saturation at 6 a.m. on the 10th June. 

In such a situation. the flounders in the pond may be in 

danger. On the other hand. th巴 DOlevel ros巴 toabout 

110% saturation at 3 p.m. on the same day. The rang，巴 of

fluctuation at St. C was wider when compared with that 

at St. H. This presumably is caused by the difference of 
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the highest value occurred at 12 noon and after that the 
ONE GATE IS OPEN 
唖一一一ー一一一→ measuredvalues d巴creased.At St. C. St. D. and St. E. the 

peak was at 3 p.m. It is concluded that this differenc巴 in

tim巴 isbecause St. A and St. B are located upstream 

・St.C compar巴dto th巴 St.C. St. D. and St. E. Thus. St. A and St. 

B ar巴 aff.巴ct巴ddirectly by the coastal water in which DO 
o St. H 

concentration is relatively low during the daytime. 

mgIL 

8 

守，，

。白
6 

。:00 12:00 0:00 12:00 

6/10/92 6/11/92 

Time 

Fig.12 Time series of DO concentration once 

an hour at St. C (in the pond) and St. 

H (in the sea). 
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Fig.13 Time series of DO concentration. 

• St. A 

• St. B 

• St. C 

+ St. D 

['， St. E 

o St. H 

口 St.I

phytoplankton density at the two stations. The density in 

the pond is considered to be higher than in the coastal 

wat巴r.

Figure 13 shows the changes of DO at Sts. A to E. 

H and I. The patterns of the changes can be classified into 

three types : A . B type. C ・D. E type and H . 1 type. The 

values of H . 1 type fluctuated around 7mg/1. because St 

H and St. 1 are in the sea. At St. A and St. B. in the pond. 

7) In Situ Light and Dark Bottle Oxygen Method 

Next. let's discuss the in situ light and dark bottle oxygen 

method. The eight oxygen bottles. four light and four dark. 

were suspended in the upper and lower lay巴rat St. F and 

St. G. Th巴 r巴sultsar巴 shownin Table 1. From the values 

in the dark bottles. oxygen consumption rate is calculated 

to be 0.097mg/Q/hr. This is the av巴ragevalu巴 ofthree 

bottles. The value of the lower layer at St. G was eliminated 

b巴caus巴 itwas too small compared with the other values. 

From the values in the light bottles at St. F. the total oxygen 

production rate is calculated to be 0.015mg/Q/hr. The 

values at St. G were eliminat巴db巴causethos巴 inthe upper 

layer were too large and those in th巴 lowerlay巴rwere 

negativ巴. The net DO production rate of 0.112mg/Q/hr 

from the sum of these two figur巴sis obtain巴d. However. 

we should pay attention to it because it was cloudy and 

sometimes rained on 11 th June. Hence. if the weather had 

b巴enfine. there is a possibility that higher values would 

have been measured. 

5. Estimation of Inflow Rate 

Befor巴thediscussion on the oxygen budget in this pond. 

it is necessary to know the inflow rate. Sea water flows 

inside like an unsteady jet from the inlet and this makes 

the measurem巴ntof it difficult. Moreover. St. F is located 

at the very edge of the jet from the inlet. judging from the 

Table 1 Results of the In Situ Light and Dark Bottle Oxygen Method (unit : mglP) 

dark dottles light bottles 

time 
St. F St. F St. G St. G St. F St. F St. G St. G 

(up) (Iow) (up) (Iow) (up) (Iow) (up) (Iow) 

10th 

17: 40 8.16 8.24 

18: 00 8.24 8.21 

11th ↓ 

5: 00 5.69 5.73 5.67 5.74 

5: 40 6.83 7.08 ↓ 

12: 00 6. 76 7. 73 5.78 5.85 6.01 5.64 

rate(mg/世hr) -0.11 -0.097 0.084 0.04 0.013 0.017 0.049 0.014 
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Fig.14 Time series of calculated inflow rate 

with significant wave height at Tottori 

Port and water level in the pond. 
The symbol 0 denotes the calculated inflow rate 

estimated from the dye diffusion experiment 

fr巴巴 jettheory. Then it is almost impossible to estimate 

the inflow rate from th巴 currentvelocity measur巴dat St. 

F. The curr巴ntvelocity data at St. G could not give us 

useful information about th巴 inflowrate， judging from the 

flow pattern shown in Fig.5. 

Therefor巴， authors estimated the inflow rate from the 

results of dye diffusion experiment. Using the velocity of 

the巴dgeof the dy巴 patchat th巴 timeof a f，巴wminutes 

(about 8cm/ s) after the release of the dy巴 whichwas 

considered as the maximum velocity of the jet， the width 

of th巴 inlet(0.81心andth巴 waterdepth (about 1m)， th巴

inflow rate was estimated to be 230m3/hr. 

Another way to estimat巴 theinflow rate is the indirect 

method， using an experimental formula. In this study， the 

experimental formulae5> are applied to巴stimat巴th巴 inflow

rate. They are expressed as : 

甲=0.1782(hc+ Ho) -・・・(2)

and 

Qin=[0.81，J2g7] (甲+hc)+O. 03 h点五]B・・…・(3)

wher巴 甲 isth巴 set-up， hc is the wat巴rdepth above th巴

submerged dike， Ho is the offshore wave height， Q in is the 

inflow rate， h is the water depth， g is the gravity accel巴ra-

tion， and B is the length of the submerged dike. 

Using th巴seexpressions， the calculated inflow rate varied 

from 130 to 340m3/hr during our fi巴ldexperiment， as 

shown in Fig.14. The inflow rate calculated from the 

above expressions was 244m3/hr at the time when the dye 

diffusion experiment was done. As described before， the 

inflow rate estimated from the result of dye diffusion 

experiment was 230m3/hr. The inflow rate estimated by 

the two methods are in good agr巴ementwith each other. 

6. Do Budget in the Pond 

The 00 budget equation can be written as follows : 

Qin (Cin -Cout) 
DDO=~ 

+Pa+Pp-Sf-Sw-Sb ……(4) 

where DDO is the 00 change rate in the pond， Qin is the 

inflow rate， Cin is th巴 00concentration rate of the inflow， 

C out is the 00 concentration rate of the outflow， V is the 

volume of the water in the pond， Pa is the 00 change rate 

by surface reaeration， Pp is the 00 production rat巴 by

phytoplankton， Sf is the 00 consumption rate by flounders， 

Sw is the 00 consumption rate by organisms and chemicals 

suspended in the wat巴r，and Sb is the 00 consumption rate 

by sediment. 

Each term in Eq. (4) can be estimated from th巴 fielddata 

or exp巴rimentalresults， exc巴ptthe last one (S b ). The 

value of Sb was not measured in th巴 field巴xperiment，

because th巴 propermethod of measurement had not been 

developed so far. It is impossible to estimat巴thevalue (00 

consumption rate by s巴diment)theor巴ticallybecause of the 

lack of understandings of sediment-water interactions. 

Therefore， Eq. (4) is employed to estimate the value 

Sb. Th巴 00concentration decreas巴slinearly during the 

night6>. This fact is shown also in Fig.12. Equation (4) was 

applied during the period from 9 p.m. on the 10th to 6 a.m. 

on the 11 th， so the 00 production rate by phytoplankton 

(Pp ) could be巴liminated.

Regarding the term (DDO) on the left side of the 

equation， fi巴lddata showed that 00 concentration was 

reduced by 1 mg/Q for nine hours (see Fig. 12). Hence， 

its rate is O.llmg/Q/hr 

Regarding th巴 firstterm (Qin (Cin -Cout)/V) on the 

right sid巴， the average inflow rate was calculated to b巴 160

m3/hr. The 00 concentration of the inflow at St. H was 

6.6mg/Q and the outflow was 6.25mg/Q as the averaged 

value of St. E which was near to the outlet. Th巴 water

d巴pthin the pond is assumed to be 1.2m and th巴volumeof 

the water in the pond is calculated as 1，440m3
. Thus， the 

valu巴 of0.039mg /Q/hr is obtained. 

The second term (Pa) is the 00 change rate by surface 

reaeration. This value is calculated by the expression which 

is in proportion to the oxygen deficit. The proportion 

constant， that is the reaeration coefficient， depends on 

wind speed， surface roughness， current velocity and so on. 

Hence， it has not been formulated definitely. However， 

some empirical or experimental expressions have b巴en
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proposed. In this study， the expressions7l formulated as a 

function of wind speed are employed， as follows : 

Na=Ka(DO*-DO) )
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山*中A2(号)+A31n C~~)吋ft)

サトBl叫長)叫fk)21

A1=ー 173.4292，A2 = 249.6339， A3 = 243.3483， 

A. = 21. 8492， 

Bl =0. 33096， B2=0.14259， B3=0.0l7000 

where N a is the rate of oxygen transport. K a is the 

reaeration coefficient. DO* is the saturated DO concentra-

tion. DO is the DO concentration. 5 CL is the schmit numb巴r

(coefficient of viscosity divided by the coefficient of dif-

fusion : nearly巴qualto 500). UIO is the wind sp巴巴dat 10m 

abov巴 theground. U 0 is the wind speed at ho m height. ho is 

the height of the an巴mom巴terused for collecting wind data. 

5 is salinity in %， and Tk is the absolut巴 temperature(K). 

The profile of wind close to the ground is commonly 

described using the “power" function8l given as Eq. (9) and 

p in Eq.(9)is a calibrated constant. Panofsky and Dutton8l 

noted that the value of p for smooth terrain and a maximum 

boundary height of 10m commonly tak巴s1/7 for engine 

ering calculations. The unit of DO' calculat巴dfrom Eq. (10) 

is cm3/Q under unit atm at 000. 

During the field experiment. the averaged wind spe巴d

was about 2m/s and th巴heightof an巴mometerwas 1m. so 

that UlO is calculated 2.78m/s and U' becomes 0.078m/s. 

Substituting this value into Eq. (7)， Ka is calculated 3. 35 x 

1O-6m/s. The value of Na calculated from the data at 9 

p.m. on the 10th is 2. 24 x 10-6 m・mg/Q/s(= 3.35 x 10-6 

m/s X (7. 47mg/Q.-6. 8mg/Q)) and the valu巴 calculated

from th巴 dataat 6 a.m. on the 11th is 6. 57 x 10-6m. mg/ 

Q/s( =3.35 x 10-6m/s x (7. 56mg/Qー 5.6mg/Q)). The 

averaged value of these figures is 4. 41 x 10-6 m・mg/Q/s.

Then. when the water depth is 1.2m. it is converted 0.013 

mg/Q/hr of Pa is obtained. 

The fourth t巴rm(5f) is th巴DOconsumption by flounders. 

There have been many published papers concerning oxygen 

consumption of various kinds of fish. howev巴r.few reports 

on the juvenile of Japanese flounders9l 日 Allof these 

papers reported the DO consumption when flounders were 

resting. What we want to know is th巴 valueof wh巴nth巴y

ar巴 inactivity. Among th巴 reporteddata and the exper-

imental data of Tottori Prefectural Fisheries Experimental 

Station. the value 715mg/kg/hr as a plausible one was 

selected. During the field experiment. 120.000 flounders. 

40mm in body length. were reared. The relation between 

th巴bodyweight (Bω: g) and the total length (TL : mm) is 

expressed as followSl2l 
: 

BW= 1. 35113 X 10-5 X TL2.88984 ……帥

The total weight of 120.000 of the flound巴rsis calculated 

to be 69.1kg. Th巴refore.the DO consumption rate by them 

is calculated to be 0.034mg/Q/hr (= 715mg/kg/hr X 69.1 

kg/(40m X 30m X 1.2m)/1000). 

The fifth term (5ω) is th巴 DOconsumption by organisms 

and chemicals suspended in the water. From the values of 

the dark bottles. the valu巴 of0.097mg/Q/hr is obtained. 

Substituting thes巴 valuesinto Eq. (4)， the last term 

(5b) can be obtained as 0.031mg/Q/hr. There may exist 

some error with this valu巴becauseof unverifiable estimates 

of other terms. However. it is impossible to discuss it more 

in detail from the field data. Therefore. this value is 

regarded as the DO consumption rate by sediment. and is 

conv巴rtedas 37.2mg/m2/hr (= O. 031mg/Q/hr X 1. 2m X 

1000) in a general巴xpressionof unit. Concerning to the 

DO consumption rate by sediment. som巴reportshave be巴n

published. For example. in Nomi Bayl3l， Koch prefectur巴，

Japan. where aquaculture is prospering. it is 10.8mg/m2/hr 

at 2100， 14.2mg/m2/hr at 27"0. At an aquaculture groundl4l 

for young yellowtails where the water巴xchangedepends 

on th巴 tide. the DO consumption rate by s巴dimentis 53 

mg/m2/hr at 19.500 and 70mg/m2/hr at 2700. The value 

calculated from the DO budg巴tequation in this study is 

between those reported values. Therefore. it is possible to 

consider this value as not inadequate. The s巴awater 

exchange rate in the exp巴rimentalpond is supposed to be 

greater than in the pond that depends on the tide only. In 

the experimental pond. the sediment is decomposed more 
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easily and flushed to a certain extent. However， as long as 

feeding is continued， the 00 consumption rate would be 

increasing in general. Hence， we should recognize the 

calculated 00 consumption rate by sediment as not fixed 

value. 

The 00 consumption rat巴 byall processes in the pond， 

“whole pond respiration"， is estimated at 0.162mg/2/hr. 

This is the sum of those three figures (5f: 0.034mg/Q/ 

hr， 5ω: 0.097mg/2/hr， and 5b : 0.031mg/Q/hr). About 

ω%  of that is due to th巴organismsand chemicals suspended 

in the wat巴r，about 20% is due to the flounders， and th巴

rest is due to the sediment. 

Using whole pond respiration， we can easily calculate how 

much inflow rate is required. For example， 00 concentrations 

were supposed to permit a decr巴aseof 1mg/2 during one 

night for 10 hours. From this calculation， we obtain the 

valu巴 of220m3/hr inflow rate requir巴d:

ハ 6.6-6.25
一一=OinX一一一一一一一一一0.162
10 … 40x30x1 

Qin = 220m3/hr 

It should be noted that this is a primitive method to decide 

the minimum inflow rat巴.

7. Conclusions 

A field study was carried out to make clear the chang巴s

of water qualities in a nursery pond for ]apanes巴flounders.

From the results， the following conclusions are obtained : 

(1) The inflow rate varied according to the sea 1巴veland 

wave height. During the measurem巴nt，it varied in the 

range of from 130 to 340m3/hr when one of the three 

inlet holes was open. 

(2) Sea water coming from the inlet to the outlet g巴neralIy

created a recirculating flow pattern in the pond. 

(3) The time， when the maximum values of water tempe 

rature and 00 conc巴ntrationoccured， varies with respect 

to th巴 locationsin the pond. 

(4) The inflow rat巴 ofgroundwat巴ris estimated at less 

than 10m3/hr. 

(5) The fluctuation of the 00 concentration in the pond 

is wider when compared with that in coastal water. This is 

caused by the difference between phytoplankton density 

in the pond and in coastal water. 

(6) The lowest value of 00 occured at around 6 a.m. 

every day during th巴 measurement.

(7) The 00 concentration felI to 60% saturation at around 

6 a.m.， when th巴 inletswere closed. 

(8) The 00 consumption rate by alI processes in the pond， 

i. e.， the whole pond respiration， is calculated to be 

0.162mg/Q/hr. 

(9) About 60% of the whole pond respiration is due to the 

organisms and chemicals suspended in the water， about 

20 % is due to the flounders， and the r巴stis due to th巴

sediment. 
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中間育成池における流動・水質

藤原正幸・久保 敏・山本正昭

和文要旨

波浪エネルギーを利用して海水交換を行うために砂浜に造成されたヒラメ稚魚の中間育成池において，流

動と水質の変動特性を明らかにする目的で現地観測を行った。測定項目は流速，水温，塩分，溶存酸素 (DO)

で，さらに流動ノfターンを把握するため染料拡散実験を実施した。

海水流入量は海水位と波高によって変動し，海水取入口から流入した海水は池内において循環流を形成し

て流出口に向かう。それゆえに水温と DOが最大値を示す時刻は場所によって異なることになる。

DOに関しては海水取入口が閉じている状態では朝の 6時に最低値の飽和度60%まで減少する。また DO

収支から推定すると，池内におけるすべての消費過程を考慮した DO消費速度はO.162mg/Q/ hrとなった。

そのうちの60%は水中懸濁物， 20%はヒラメの呼吸によるもので，残りは底質による消費であったn

塩分収支から推定した海岸地下水流入量は海水流入量と比較すると無視できる程度であった。
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